We present a method to capture both 3D shape and spatially varying reflectance with a multi-view photometric stereo (MVPS) technique that works for general isotropic materials. Our algorithm is suitable for perspective cameras and nearby point light sources. Our data capture setup is simple, which consists of only a digital camera, some LED lights, and an optional automatic turntable. From a single viewpoint, we use a set of photometric stereo images to identify surface points with the same distance to the camera. We collect this information from multiple viewpoints and combine it with structure-from-motion to obtain a precise reconstruction of the complete 3D shape. The spatially varying isotropic bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) is captured by simultaneously inferring a set of basis BRDFs and their mixing weights at each surface point. In experiments, we demonstrate our algorithm with two different setups: a studio setup for highest precision and a desktop setup for best usability. According to our experiments, under the studio setting, the captured shapes are accurate to 0.5 millimeters and the captured reflectance has a relative root-mean-square error (RMSE) of 9%. We also quantitatively evaluate state-ofthe-art MVPS on a newly collected benchmark dataset, which is publicly available for inspiring future research.
can reconstruct high-frequency geometric details, they often cause low-frequency shape distortions in a coarse scale [27] . In comparison, multi-view photometric stereo [10] (MVPS) algorithms integrate the results of photometric stereo from multiple different viewpoints. This approach can correct the low-frequency shape distortion by multi-view geometry constraints and also inherits the advantages of capturing fine details from original photometric stereo algorithms.
On the other hand, conventional photometric stereo methods typically make the following assumptions to facilitate normal estimation:
(i) The camera is orthogonal;
(ii) The surface material is Lambertian with no cast shadows;
(iii) Lighting is directional (e.g., distant point light sources). However, the real world often presents much more complicated settings with perspective cameras, nearby light sources with non-uniform radiant intensity distribution, and more complicated materials. It is thus extremely difficult to simultaneously recover the unknown material and object shape, even under known lighting conditions. To address this challenge, sophisticated hardware such as light stages [6] , coaxial lights [13] , and near-field light stages [17] have been designed. Though these methods achieve highly accurate results, the setups are expensive and complicated. We design a method with a simple low-cost setup so that it can be adopted more widely. Our setup only contains a digital camera and some LED lights. We design sophisticated calibration and reconstruction algorithms to address these difficulties. Compared with the advanced setups, e.g., the coaxial lights in [13] , our method achieves lower but still useful accuracy (0.5 millimeters vs. 50 microns). We hope our lightweight solution can enable casual users to perform high-quality appearance capture in the future.
The conference version of this paper [58] relaxes the Lambertian material assumption of MVPS to deal with general spatially varying isotropic materials. Specifically, we exploit reflectance symmetries such as isotropy and reciprocity to deal with those general materials. According to [28] , isotropy allows us to identify 'iso-depth contours', i.e., pixels corresponding to surface points of equal distances to the image plane, from photometric stereo images. We collect iso-depth contours from multiple viewpoints to reconstruct the complete 3D shape. Specifically, we first apply structure-frommotion [9] to reconstruct a sparse set of 3D points. We then propagate the depths of these 3D points along iso-depth contours in each viewpoint. Each propagation generates additional 3D points, whose depths can be further propagated in a different viewpoint. A surprisingly small number of 3D points (about two hundred) can be propagated to reconstruct the complete 3D shape (about two hundred thousand points). Once the shape is fixed, we use the same set of input images to infer the spatially varying materials. We model reflectance by the Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) and assume the BRDF at each surface point is a linear combination of a few basis isotropic BRDFs, each of which is a 3D discrete table to handle general materials. The basis BRDFs and mixing weights at each point are iteratively estimated by the ACLS method [20] .
This journal extension further relaxes the assumptions of orthographic camera and distant lighting (i.e., directional lighting). This extension allows us to build a compact desktop scanner of a microwave oven size for appearance capture, where the object is only 400 mm away from the camera and LED lights. To handle perspective cameras, we divide the image plane using a 2D grid, where each grid cell acts as the image of an orthogonal camera, so that the original isodepth contours can be evaluated safely. On the other hand, we also introduce a calibration method with a simple white board to calibrate the 3D position of each LED light and its radiant intensity distribution. This sophisticated lighting model allows us to eliminate the undesired non-uniform lighting of nearby LED lights to simplify the photometric stereo problem.
At last, to evaluate multi-view photometric stereo algorithms, we build the 'DiLiGenT-MV' dataset, which is a multi-view extension of the 'DiLiGenT' dataset in [44] for benchmarking photometric stereo algorithms. This new dataset contains images of 5 objects of complex BRDFs. The images are taken from 20 viewpoints and in each viewpoint, 96 calibrated point light sources are used. The 'ground truth' shape is available for quantitative evaluation. This 'DiLiGenT-MV' can be used to evaluate multi-view stereo methods (e.g., [41] , [46] ) under complex materials for lighting, be used to evaluate conventional single-view photometric stereo algorithms (e.g., [2] , [45] ) by treating each viewpoint independently. We quantitatively evaluate recent multi-view photometric stereo algorithms to further understand their pros and cons so as to encourage further research on unsolved issues.
Our main contributions are threefold:
• We propose a multi-view photometric stereo technique to work with general spatially varying isotropic materials, which allows faithful appearance capture (i.e., shape + BRDF capture). • We relax the assumption of perspective camera and distant lighting to build a simple desktop capture setup, which enables casual users to perform high quality appearance capture. • We present the 'DiLiGenT-MV' dataset with objects of complex materials and 'ground truth' shapes for benchmarking multi-view photometric stereo methods.
II. RELATED WORK A. Image-Based Modeling
These methods reconstruct a 3D shape and a 'texture map' to model objects from images. The methods in [5] , [23] are two recent representative methods. Texture color at each surface point is decided according to its image projections. However, a texture map is often insufficient to represent general non-Lambertian materials.
B. Shape Scanning and Reflectance Fitting
To obtain precise 3D shape, laser scanners and structuredlight patterns were used in [22] , [38] , and [56] . Based on a precise 3D reconstruction, parametric reflectance functions can be fitted at each surface point according to the image observations, as in [39] and [21] . These methods require precise registration between images and 3D shapes. Since different sensors are used for shape and reflectance capture, this registration is difficult and often causes artifacts in misaligned regions. Some methods [1] , [27] combine reflectance recovered from photometric stereo and shape recovered from structured-light, where registration is relatively simple. However, they need to capture images under both structured-light and varying directional light at each viewpoint, which is tedious and requires a more complicated setup than ours.
C. Photometric Appearance Capture
Our method belongs to photometric approaches that capture both shape and reflectance from the same set of images. Most of previous methods, e.g., [7] , [10] , [24] , assumed specific parametric BRDF models such as Lambert's or Ward's model [51] . The performance of these methods degrades when the real objects have different reflectance from the assumed model.
Some other methods employed a sophisticated hardware setup to achieve high-quality results. Ma et al. [26] and Ghosh et. al. [6] used a light stage where the intensity of each LED on the stage was precisely controlled. Holroyd et al. [13] required specialized coaxial lights. This requirement of expensive and complicated hardware limits their wide application. Recently, a few algorithms [2] , [12] were proposed for appearance capture by exploiting various reflectance symmetries that are valid for a broader class of objects. However, the method in [12] required up to a thousand input images at each viewpoint and [2] relied on fragile optimization. Tan et al. [50] and Chandraker et al. [4] both recovered iso-contours of depth and gradient magnitude for isotropic surfaces. Additional user interactions or boundary conditions are required to recover the 3D shape. A recent work [31] developed an uncalibrated mult-iview photometric stereo method to reconstruct meshes with fine geometric details by estimating a displacement map in the 2D texture domain. However, this work does not deal with surface reflectance. Along the direction of uncalibrated methods, Lu et al. [25] recovered surface normal for isotropic surfaces. But as evaluated in [44] , this method requires many more input images per viewpoint and produces a larger error.
There is only limited works to deal with perspective cameras and near lighting effects until now. Under these settings, the photometric stereo problem becomes nonlinear even with the basic Lambertian model. Extra information is often incorporated to solve this challenge. Tigo et al. [11] employed a sparse depth map to simplify the computation and Fig. 1 . System pipeline. We recover iso-depth contours from photometric stereo images and recover a sparse 3D point cloud by structure-from-motion. In the figure showing iso-depth contours, the gray intensity encodes the estimated azimuth angles, and the colored curves are iso-depth contours. We then propagate the depths of these 3D points along the iso-depth contours to recover the complete 3D shape. Once the shape is fixed, we estimate the spatially varying BRDF from the original input images.
Xie et al. [53] overcame the difficulty by utilizing a mesh deformation technique. There are also methods to deal with the near-light effects of point lights, e.g., [11] , [15] , [29] , [30] . However, these works are all based on Lambert's model and only recover a normal map. Recently differential photometric stereo methods [33] , [34] are proposed to solve the perspective and near-light effects by using nonlinear PDEs, while leads to complex optimization for normal and depth estimation.
The work closest to our method is [2] . Both methods are built upon reflectance symmetry embedded in 'isotropic pairs' introduced in [49] . There are three key differences between our method and [2] . First, we reconstruct a complete 3D shape rather than a single-view normal map. Second, we combine multi-view geometry and photometric cues to avoid fragile iterative optimization of shape and reflectance. Third, our method works with general tri-variant isotropic BRDFs under the perspective projection while [2] assumed bi-variant BRDFs and the orthogonal projection to simplify the optimization.
Our work is also related to BRDF acquisition methods such as [36] , [55] . These methods are only applicable to near-flat surfaces where the surface normals are known beforehand. Our method can be considered as a generalization of these methods to non-planar surfaces.
D. Datasets for 3D Reconstruction
The first common benchmark, Middlebury dataset, was proposed by Steitz et al. [42] for evaluating multi-view stereo on equal grounds, containing only two scenes with Lambertian surfaces. Later, Strecha et al. [48] proposed a new MVS benchmark dataset including 6 outdoor scenes with up to 30 images with higher resolution and 'ground truth' shapes captured by a laser scanner. This dataset covers well-textured scenes, though the online benchmark service is not available anymore. To compensate for the lack of diversity in [42] , [48] , Jensen et al. [16] published a number of real-world objects, which are still limited in the variety of scenes and viewpoints.
Knapitsch et al. [19] and Schops et al. [41] provided the latest challenging datasets for indoor and outdoor scenes with high-resolution video data and 'ground truth' measurements obtained with a laser scanner, focusing on evaluating binocular stereo, multi-view stereo, or structure-from-motion. Yet, their objects share the same limitation as those in earlier datasets, i.e, lacking diversity in both surface reflectance and viewpoints.
Existing multi-view stereo datasets are limited in the variation of lighting conditions and challenging BRDFs, which is the key issue in photometric stereo. Shi et al. [44] proposed the 'DiLiGenT' dataset for single-view photometric stereo. We extend it to the multi-view setup and release the 'ground truth' 3D shape as well as camera calibration information to facilitate future research on MVPS.
III. SHAPE AND REFLECTANCE RECONSTRUCTION
We provide a block diagram of our system in Figure 1 . We capture images from multiple viewpoints, and at each viewpoint, we capture photometric stereo images under different lighting conditions. Our algorithm robustly identifies iso-depth contours from these images at each viewpoint. On the other hand, we apply a structure-from-motion algorithm [9] to images from different viewpoints to reconstruct a sparse set of 3D points. We then derive a complete 3D shape by propagating the depths of these points along the dense iso-depth contours. This initial shape is further refined according to the method described in [27] . Once the shape is fixed, we estimate a set of basis isotropic BRDFs and their mixing weights at each surface point by the ACLS method [20] to model the surface reflectance. In the following, we first describe the method for orthographic camera and distant lighting in SectionSection III-A and Section III-B. We then relax the distant lighting and orthogrpahic camera assumptions in Sections Section III-D and Section III-E respectively.
A. Basic Iso-Depth Contour Estimation
Assuming orthographic camera and directional lighting, Alldrin and Kriegman [28] observed that isotropy allows almost trivial estimation of iso-depth contours in the absence of global illumination effects such as shadows and interreflections. We generalize this algorithm to make it more robust in real data than the naïve approach described in [28] . Specifically, we relax the assumption about lighting (i.e., precisely located on a view centered circle as in [28] ) and propose a method to enhance robustness to global illumination effects.
When the light moves on a view-centered circle, the plane spanned by the viewing direction and the surface normal direction of an isotropic. 1 surface point can be recovered precisely according to the symmetry of the observed pixel intensity profile. In the camera local coordinate system, where the z-axis is aligned with the viewing direction, this plane gives the azimuth angle of the surface normal, which is the angle between the x-axis and the projection of normal in the x y-plane. For easier reference, we refer this direction of a projected surface normal as the azimuth direction in this paper. The details of the azimuth direction computation are in the Section 4.1 of the conference version of this paper [58] .
Tracing Contours. Once an azimuth direction is computed at each pixel, we proceed to generate iso-depth contours. Starting from every pixel, we iteratively trace along the two directions perpendicular to the azimuth direction with a step of 0.1 pixel. Specifically, suppose the estimated azimuth angle is θ at a pixel x. We trace along the two 2D directions d + = (cos(θ + π/2), si n(θ + π/2)) and d − = (cos(θ − π/2), si n(θ − π/2)) to x + = x + 0.1d + and x − = x + 0.1d − . We then replace d + and d − according to the azimuth angles of x + and x − respectively and continue to trace. We stop tracing when the maximum number of iterations is reached (500 in our experiments). Pixels on one traced curve should have the same distance to the image plane. To avoid tracing across discontinuous surface points, we use the method described in the 'NPR camera' [35] to identify depth discontinuities. Further, we define a confidence measure for these traced contours as the inverse of the maximum curvature along them. Intuitively, smoother contours with relatively small curvature are more reliable.
B. Multi-View Depth Propagation
A standard structure-from-motion algorithm such as [23] , [47] can reconstruct a set of sparse 3D points on the object. We capture experiment objects on a turntable with a checkboard pattern to ensure sufficient feature matching for textureless examples. Since structure-from-motion algorithms could be affected by moving highlights, we compute a median image Fig. 2 . We propagate the depth of x to the iso-depth contour segment C i that passes through its projection in the i-th view. This propagation generates new 3D points, e.g., y 1 , y 2 , whose depths in other images can also be propagated along their corresponding iso-depth contours C j 1 , C j 2 .
at each viewpoint by taking the median intensity of each pixel and use these images for feature matching. Reconstructed 3D points are combined with the traced iso-depth contours to recover the complete 3D shape.
1) Depth Propagation: As illustrated in Figure 2 , given a reconstructed 3D point x, we project it to all images where it is visible. Suppose an iso-depth contour C i goes through its projection in the i -th image. We perform a depth propagation to assign the depth of x to all pixels on C i (If the depth of a pixel on C i is already known, we keep it unchanged). This propagation generates new 3D points, whose depths can be propagated in other images too. We begin with a sparse set of 3D points P reconstructed by structure-from-motion. Depth propagation with P in all images generates a large set of 3D points P . We then replace P by P and apply depth propagation iteratively. We keep iterating until P is empty. Note when dealing with perspective cameras in Section III-E, we take each sub-divided cell as an individual orthographic camera.
Direct application of the algorithm described above will generate poor results. There are a few important issues which must be addressed for robust 3D reconstruction.
2) Point Sorting: We sort all points in P according to the confidence of their associated iso-depth contours. Note that if a point is visible in K different views, it is repeated K times in P and each repetition is associated with an iso-depth contour in one view. At each iteration, we only select half of the points in P of high confidence for depth propagation. We then remove those selected points, and insert P into the sorted set P for the next iteration.
3) Visibility Check: We should not propagate the depth of a 3D point in an image where it is invisible. However, the visibility information is missing for 3D points generated by propagation. So we apply a consistency check when propagating the depth of a 3D point x to a contour C. We check pixels on C one by one, starting from the projection of x to the two ends of C. If a pixel p fails the check, we truncate C at p, and only assign the depth of x to pixels on the truncated contour. If the updated contour is too short (less than 5 pixels in our implementation), we do not propagate.
To evaluate consistency at a pixel p, we assign it the depth of x to determine its 3D position. We then use the surface normal of x to select L (L = 7 in our implementation) most front parallel views where x is visible. We assume p is visible in all these L images and check the consistency of the azimuth angles at its projections. The azimuth angles at corresponding pixels in two different views uniquely decide a 3D normal direction. 2 If different combinations of these L views all lead to consistent 3D normals (the angle between any two normals is within T degrees), we consider p as consistent. Otherwise, we discard one view that leads to the largest number of inconsistent normals and check consistency with the remaining L − 1 views iteratively. We consider p consistent, if it is consistent over at least 3 views. Otherwise, it is inconsistent. For each consistent 3D point, we set its normal as the mean of all consistent normals. In our implementation, we begin with T = 3, and relax it by 1.3 times whenever P is empty until
We note the number of consistent views for each 3D point when inserting it to the set P . Points are first sorted by the number of consistent views in descending order. Those with the same number of consistent views are sorted by the confidence of contours.
C. Shape Optimization
After depth propagation, we have a set of 3D points, each with a normal direction estimated. We apply the Poisson surface reconstruction [18] to these points to obtain a triangulated surface. This surface is further optimized according to [27] by fusing the 3D point positions and their normal directions.
D. Near Light Effects
In practice, we often use LED lights as light sources, which are nearby point lights leading to different illumination directions at different pixels. The lighting intensity is nonuniform for an LED light too. An LED light has different emission radiance towards different directions, which further falls off along those directions. We address these problems to make the algorithm more practical.
1) Lighting Directions: For the setups in our experiments, we calibrate the precise 3D positions of the light sources to compute spatially variant lighting directions at each pixel. Calibration details are provided in Section V-B. After calibrating light source positions, we take the average depth of an object (computed from the reconstructed sparse 3D points in Section III-B) to estimate an approximate 3D position of each pixel. The lighting directions at each pixel are then computed according to the 3D positions of that pixel and the light sources.
We interpolate observations under lighting directions lying on a view-centered circle, and compute the azimuth angle from these interpolated observations. More details of this process are in the Section 4.1 of the conference version of this paper [58] . 2) Lighting Intensities: An LED light often has nonuniform intensity towards different orientations, which needs to be calibrated for high precision reconstruction. Furthermore, lighting intensities are inversely proportional to the square of its travel distance. We calibrate a 3D field of lighting intensities for each LED light, which is referred as lighting intensity volume in the following of this paper. Calibration details are provided in Section V-B. After calibration, we normalize all observations to the same lighting intensity, i.e., dividing each observed pixel intensity by the lighting intensity at its 3D position. However, we have no knowledge about the accurate 3D position at this stage, so we assume the observations lying on the same plane with an approximated constant depth.
E. Perspective Camera Effects
When the camera is nearby, we need to consider the perspective effects of camera projection. In other words, every pixel should have a different viewing direction. To address this problem, we divide the image plane to a 2D array of cells, typically 3 × 3, as shown in the left of Figure 3 . Each cell can be considered as an individual camera with much smaller field-of-view (FoV), and this camera can be well approximated as an orthographic camera.
The extrinsic parameters of these sub-divided orthographic cameras can be easily computed by rotating the original perspective camera. Specifically, as indicated in the right of Figure 3 , the principal axis Z of a sub-divided orthographic camera is simply the view ray passing through its cell center. Suppose the principal axis of the original perspective camera is Z . We define a rotation matrix R, which is the minimum rotation that rotates Z to Z . We apply R to the original camera axes X, Y, Z to obtain X , Y , Z axes of the orthographic camera. The iso-depth contours in each sub-divided orthographic camera are in different image planes, as the X and Y axes are different for different sub-dividing cells.
Note that the observed images of a sub-divided orthographic camera is generated by applying a homography to the original image. This homography can be easily computed from the intrinsic parameters and the rotation matrix.
F. Reflectance Capture
We assume the surface reflectance can be represented by a linear combination of several (K = 2) basis isotropic BRDFs. Once the 3D shape is reconstructed, we follow [20] to estimate the basis BRDFs and their mixing weights at each point on the surface. We consider the general tri-variant isotropic BRDF, which is a function of θ h , θ d , φ as shown in Figure 4 . We discretize θ h , θ d and φ into 90, 2, and 5 bins respectively all in the interval [0, π/2]. Please refer to [37] for a justification of choosing this interval. Hence, a BRDF is represented as a 900 × 1 vector by concatenating its values at these bins.
We build an N × M observation matrix V, and factorize it into a matrix of mixing weights W and a matrix of basis BRDFs H as
M = 900 is the dimension of a BRDF. N is the number of 3D points. Each row of V represents the observed BRDF of a surface point. In constructing the matrix V, we avoid pixels observed from slanted viewing directions (the angle between viewing direction and surface normal is larger than 40 degrees in our implementation), where a small shape reconstruction error can cause a big change in their projected image positions. V contains missing elements because of incomplete observation. We apply the Alternating Constrained Least Squares (ACLS) algorithm [20] to iteratively compute the rows of W and columns of H.
To further improve reflectance capture accuracy, we first compute H from a subset of precisely reconstructed 3D points, whose reconstructed normals from different combinations of azimuth angles are consistent within 1.5 degrees. We then fix H and compute W at all surface points.
IV. MULTI-VIEW PHOTOMETRIC STEREO DATASET
In this section, we introduce the 'DiLiGenT-MV' dataset. It includes five objects: BEAR, BUDDHA, COW, POT2, and READING as shown in Figure 5 . None of the existing multi-view benchmark datasets are suitable for evaluating our method since they have various limitations: simple reflectance [19] , [41] , a limited number of viewpoints [42] , or inadequate lighting variations [16] . The 'DiLiGenT' dataset in [44] captures objects with complex reflectances under large illumination changes, but it only has a single viewpoint for each object. This motivates us to extend 'DiLi-GenT' to multiple viewpoints. Our dataset is captured under the same configuration as 'DiLiGenT' except that we provide images illuminated by 96 different lights from 20 different viewpoints. We release the normal maps from all 20 viewpoints as well as the scanned 3D shape. Please refer to [44] for details of image capture procedure, lighting and camera calibration, scanning and alignment of 'ground truth' shape. The data is available for download at: https://sites.google.com/site/photometricstereodata/.
V. DATA CAPTURE SETUPS
We build two different data capture setups: a studio scanner setup and a desktop scanner setup. The studio and desktop scanner setups use automatically blinking LED lights synchronized with a video camera to speedup data capture. The studio and desktop scanner setups are shown in the left and middle of Figure 6 respectively. In the studio and desktop setups, the testing object is about 1000 ∼ 1500 and 400 millimeters away from the camera respectively. Therefore, we have to consider perspective camera effects (as in Section III-E) and near light effects (as in Section III-D), especially for the desktop setup.
The studio setup uses a PointGrey Grasshopper camera, which captures linear images at about 1200 × 900 resolution. The desktop setup uses a cheaper linear industry camera at 1280 × 960 resolution. We capture images viewpoint by viewpoint. After capturing images at one viewpoint, we manually rotate the object to capture the next viewpoint. The desktop scanner setup further uses an automatic turntable to automate this rotation, making the whole data capturing process automatic.
A. Capture Setups 1) A Studio Scanner Setup:
As shown in the left of Figure 6 , 72 LEDs are uniformly distributed on two concentric circles of diameter 400 and 600 millimeters respectively. A video camera Fig. 6 . Left: the studio scanner setup. Middle: the desktop scanner setup. Our devices consist of a video camera, two circles of LED lights, and an automatic turntable (for the desktop setup). The object to camera distance is 1000 ∼ 1500 millimeters and 400 millimeters for the studio and desktop setup respectively. We model the perspective camera projection and near point lights for the desktop setup. Right: we can calibrate one parameter θ 0 to determine 3D position of the LED lights with known radius of the underlying circles. is mounted at the center of these circles, facing the direction perpendicular to the board. 3 The camera is synchronized with the LED lights such that at each video frame, there is only one light on. At each viewpoint, we captured 30 images with different lighting directions in 12 seconds (at 2.5fps). (Please refer to Section VI-B for a justification of the number of images per viewpoint.)
2) A Desktop Scanner Setup: We also build a desktop scanner with a ring of LED lights as shown in the middle of Figure 6 . The design is almost the same as that of the studio setup, with a smaller footprint. The diameters of the two LED circles are 150 and 300 millimeters respectively. The object is usually 400 millimeters away from the camera, such that effects of perspective cameras and point light sources must be considered. After capturing images at one viewpoint, the turntable will rotate 10 degrees to capture the next viewpoint.
B. Calibration
We assume orthographic camera model for the studio setup to simplify the computation, and apply the sub-division 1) Lighting Directions: For the studio and desktop scanner setups, since the LEDs are uniformly distributed on circles with known radius, we only need to calibrate one parameter θ 0 to determine their precise 3D positions. Here, θ 0 is the reference angle of the first LED light as shown in Figure 6 . To calibrate the angle θ 0 , we capture a diffuse board at some slanted positions (indicated as blue lines in Figure 7 ) and compute the azimuth angle of the board's normal direction. The computed azimuth angle should be θ 0 + α, where α is the true azimuth angle. The angle α can be computed separately, by computing the 3D position of the board from a checkerboard calibration pattern. Hence, we can obtain θ 0 by subtracting α from the initial estimated azimuth angle. When computing azimuth angles, we performed a Delaunay triangulation based interpolation method as introduced in the conference version [58] . In the following, we describe the details of calibrating intensities of light sources for the studio and desktop scanners.
2) Lighting Intensities: To calibrate lighting intensities, we capture a diffuse board roughly parallel to the image plane at multiple depths as shown in Figure 7 , where the black lines indicate the board positions in a bird view. The nearest board and the farthest board enclose the lighting intensity volume. A checkerboard calibration pattern is printed at the four corners of the board, such that its 3D position can be computed. Assume the board is Lambertian with unit albedo (we used the X-Rite white balance board in our experiments). At each point, the observed pixel intensity should be I = n lV , were l, n are the local lighting and normal directions, and V is the light intensity. Hence, we can capture V at each point on the board as I /n l. We linearly interpolate these captured values to obtain the result in a continuous 3D volume.
We empirically find that, when the distance between the object and the light is around 1000 millimeters (e.g., the studio setup in Section VI), we only need to compute the mean lighting intensity of each LED light for all pixels. This can be seen from the uniform intensity distribution from the left of Figure 8 . When the distance is around 400 millimeters (e.g., the desktop scanner setup in Section VI), we have to record a different lighting intensity for each pixel for an LED. This is evident from the right of Figure 8 .
VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Evaluation Using Data Captured by Our Setups
In our experiments, the 3D points obtained from the structure-from-motion algorithm were often noisy. We only keep points with reprojection error less than 0.5 pixels. Typically, about 200 initial points are obtained for each example.
Our system can also easily incorporate manual intervention in the form of matched feature points to handle textureless regions. To provide a 'ground truth' validation, all experimental objects were scanned using a Rexcan III industrial scanner, which is accurate to 10 microns. Our results are registered with the scanned shapes using the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [3] .
1) Quantitative Shape Reconstruction Errors: Some examples are provided in Figure 9 with a sample input image shown in (a) for each example. From top to bottom, we refer these examples as 'Buddha-S', 'Teapot2-S', 'Teapot3-D', 'Gourd-D', 'Cat2-D', and 'Pig-D' respectively for future reference, where the suffix -S and -D stand for the studio and desktop setups respectively. To better visualize the recovered shape, we render it with uniform diffuse shading in (b). Most of the geometry details are successfully captured by our methods, as exemplified by the wrinkles of the 'Buddha-S' clothes. Figure 9 (c) is a rendering according to the captured reflectance from the same viewpoint and lighting condition as the input image in (a). The rendered image closely resembles the input image, indicating high accuracy in both geometry and reflectance. To provide a quantitative evaluation on shape capture, we visualize the shape reconstruction error (measured Fig. 11 . The normalized BRDF mixture weights are visualized in different color channels. The corresponding basis BRDFs are used to render a sphere on the side. in millimeters) in (d). Typically, larger errors are associated with concavities, which have fewer image observations due to occlusion and are also affected by stronger inter-reflections.
The 'Buddha-S' and 'Teapot2-S' examples were captured with the studio scanner setup. The 'Buddha-S' example contains many discontinuities at clothes folds and large concavities at the shoulder. The polished wooden 'Buddha-S' has focused and strong highlight, while the clay 'Teapot2-S' has soft and extended highlight. Our method consistently performed well on both of them. The 'Teapot2-S' example has relatively larger error at one side, mainly due to the imprecise SfM reconstruction at that area. We captured four examples by the desktop scanner, including 'Teapot3-D', 'Gourd-D', 'Cat2-D', and 'Pig-D'. In particular, the 'Cat2-D' and 'Pig-D' examples are captured with the desktop scanner setup spanning about 30 degrees FoV in the camera, with significant perspective camera effects. They also present a variety of different materials, where the 'Cat2-D' has focused highlight and the 'Pig-D' has softer and more extended highlight.
Quantitative shape errors for all examples in Figure 9 are summarized in Table I . The studio setup achieves the best accuracy of around 0.5 millimeters mean error, but requires a large and bulky capture setup. The desktop setup balances data capture flexibility and shape accuracy.
2) Intermediate Results: Figure 10 shows some intermediate results at different stages of depth propagation for the examples 'Buddha-S', 'Teapot2-S', and 'Pig-D'. Results shown in Figure 10 (a) are initial 3D points obtained from structure-from-motion. These points are the initial seeds for depth propagation. We choose a tight threshold to get rid of unreliable points. Results shown in (b) are the 3D points after the 1st iteration of depth propagation, where a large portion of the surface has been reconstructed. (c) and (d) are the 3D points after half and all of the propagation iterations respectively. The black points in (b) and (c) are those with a surface normal facing away from the camera. Typically, it takes 5-6 iterations of depth propagation to cover the complete surface. It is interesting to see that our method can propagate dense depth through a very small number of seed points in (a). Quick shape change makes the propagation slower, as the iso-depth contours tend to break at shape discontinuities. For example, half of the propagation iterations are spent to cover the mouth of 'Buddha-S' and the flower decoration on 'Teapot2-S'. Results shown in (e) are the initial surface meshes after Poisson surface reconstruction. Some shape errors are visible, e.g., on the face of the 'Buddha-S' example, which are due to the drifting errors of depth propagation. Results shown in (f) are the final optimized shapes by the method in [27] . The surfaces become clearly smoother after optimization. Figure 11 visualizes the BRDF mixture weights and the basis BRDFs for the 'Buddha-S', 'Pig-D', and 'Teapot2-S' examples. The red and green channels are the normalized mixture weight of the first and second basis BRDFs. Each basis BRDF is applied to render a sphere under front lighting for reference. Most of our examples are consisted of a shiny and a less shiny basis BRDFs. This can be seen clearly from the 'Buddha-S' example.
B. Performance Analysis of Our Method 1) Number of Image at Each Viewpoint:
We evaluate the accuracy of captured shape with different numbers of input images from each viewpoint. Similar analysis on BRDF capturing can be found in the conference version [58] . Figure 12 shows the mean shape error (in millimeters) with different numbers of input images in each viewpoint, starting with 10 images per view. We always chose equal number of uniformly distributed lights on both the outer and inner circles, i.e., starting with 5 LED lights for each circle. This is because our Fourier series fitting requires at least 5 LEDs from each viewpoint. In most of the examples, the mean shape error does not change significantly for different numbers of input images. The errors of 'Teapot3-D' and 'Gourd-D' drop slightly when the number of input image per viewpoint increases to 20. 'Cat2-D' has the largest error, most likely because it spans the largest FoV to the camera.
2) Perspective vs Orthographic Camera: To evaluate our sub-dividing method for perspective cameras as presented in Section III-E, we test the 'Pig-D' and 'Cat2-D' examples with and without sub-dividing the image plane. Figure 13 shows the error in estimated azimuth angles. As we can see, the 'perspective camera' model produces much more accurate results. It reduces the mean azimuth angle error from 12.1 degrees to 9.9 degrees for the 'Pig-D' example, and from 19.5 degrees to 12.6 degrees for the 'Cat2-D' example respectively. Figure 14 shows the shape reconstruction Fig. 13 . The color coded azimuth angle errors with and without the subdividing method presented in Section III-E. The 1st and 2nd rows are the results of the 'Pig-D' and 'Cat2-D' examples respectively. On the left is the result obtained without sub-dividing ('orthogonal camera'), and on the right is the one with sub-dividing ('perspective camera'). It is clear that the subdividing approach can significantly reduce errors in azimuth angles. errors. Similarly, the 'perspective camera' model reduces the mean shape reconstruction error from 0.75 millimeters to 0.57 millimeters for the 'Pig-D' example, and from 1.66 millimeters to 0.76 millimeters for the 'Cat2-D' example respectively. This comparison demonstrates the effectiveness of the simple sub-dividing approach, which helps to reduce the setup size to fit a desktop. Note that the shape error in Figure 14 is much smoother than the azimuth angle error in Figure 13 , because the shape is reconstructed by fusing azimuth angle information from many viewpoints and the later Poisson surface reconstruction and shape optimization [27] all help to smooth out the noise.
We further analyze the mean shape error with different numbers of sub-divisions to examine our algorithm for perspective cameras. The left of Figure 15 shows the mean shape error of the 'Pig-D', 'Cat2-D', and 'Buddha-S' examples with different numbers of sub-divisions. The shape error of the 'Cat2-D' is significantly reduced by this subdivision scheme, while the error of 'Pig-D' is only mildly decreased. To understand this, we further plot the mean shape error with different horizontal FoV of each sub-divided window in the right of Figure 15 . The 'Buddha-S' example always spans a FoV less than 10 degrees, and thus sub-division is unnecessary. The 'Pig-D' example spans a 25-degree FoV. Thus, a 2 × 2 sub-division will be sufficient. The 'Cat2-D' example has a much larger FoV and a 3 × 3 sub-division is desired to achieve best results. Empirically, we find the orthogonal camera assumption can be safely made, when the FoV is less than 10 degrees.
3) Runtime Efficiency: Our implementation is not optimized for speed. We finish all experiments on a computer with 24 GB RAM and an 8-core 3.0 GHz CPU. At each viewpoint, our Matlab code computes azimuth angles in 1 minute, and traces iso-depth contours in 1.5 minutes. Depth propagation takes 16 minutes (for 40 viewpoints), and the final shape optimization takes 1 minute. It takes about 15 minutes to compute the basis BRDFs from 5,000 samples with ACLS. Our output mesh typically has about 150,000 points with average spatial distance 0.095 millimeters. It takes another 45 minutes to compute their BRDF mixing weights. Much of the involved process including azimuth angle computation, isodepth contour tracing, and BRDF mixing weight computation can be easily parallelized.
C. Evaluation on 'DiLiGenT' and 'DiLiGenT-MV'
We first compare our method with the representative singleview photometric stereo methods, IA14 [14] , ST14 [45] , HS15 [8] , SH17 [43] , and ZK19 [57] on 'DiLiGenT' for normal estimation accuracy. Then we evaluate our method and another representative MVPS method PJ16 [32] on 'DiLiGenT-MV' for both normal and shape accuracy. For all validated methods, we use the parameters provided in the original codes or suggested by the original papers. We use all 96 images from all 20 viewpoints to evaluate different methods, with an exception of [32] , whose executable fails when being fed with over 10 images for each viewpoint. Since the FoV of the camera used for both datasets is less than 10 degrees, we employ the 'orthogonal' algorithm for the following evaluation according to Section VI-B.
1) Quantitative Normal Accuracy on 'DiLiGenT': We choose BEAR, BUDDHA, COW, POT2, and READING from the 'DiLiGenT' dataset to validate our method. We projected the final results of multi-view based methods to get normals at different viewpoints to compare them with those single view based methods. Results of single-view photometric methods are from the benchmark result on 'DiLiGenT' online.
Multi-view methods (i.e., our method and PJ16 [32] ) generate better results than single-view methods on most objects except for BUDDHA, as they have access to more views to overcome the difficulties in photometric stereo, e.g., correcting the low-frequency shape distortions. The BUDDHA example is an exception because the strong inter-reflections at wrinkles, which are not modeled in these two evaluated multi-view methods. This explains why some more sophisticated singleview algorithms produce better results. Our method outperforms other methods on the challenging example COW in Figure 16 , because the non-Lambertian material here satisfies the isotropy assumption well as discussed in [44] .
2) Quantitative Shape and Normal Accuracy on 'DiLiGenT-MV': We employ GIPUMA [46] to generate initial points and only keep points with reprojection error less than 0.5 pixels. At very large textureless regions, we also manually establish some [32] corresponding points to facilitate further processing. Note that our method can be initialized by a small set of discrete 3D points, while PJ16 [32] needs an initial mesh as initialization. Therefore, we apply the Poisson surface reconstruction on the initial 3D points to generate a mesh for PJ16 [32] , and feed the initial 3D points to our method for initialization. The initial meshes are shown in Figure 17 (a). Figure 17 (b) and (c) are the final results by PJ16 [32] and our method respectively. The mean and median shape errors are shown in Table III . Our method reduces the average mean errors across all examples from 1.04 mm to 0.52 mm (a drop of 50%), and from 0.82 mm to 0.50 mm (a drop of 40%) for the average median error. As we can tell from Figure 17 , PJ16 [32] often fails on textureless regions with non-Lambertian reflectances, such as the ear of COW or the book of READING, where the initial mesh is quite unreliable. In comparison our method is much more robust at these regions.
For further evaluation, we also evaluate the normal angular errors for each viewpoint of both methods in Figure 18 . As illustrated in Figure 18 , our method outperforms PJ16 [32] overall, since our method is based on isotropic reflectance, which is a more realistic assumption in dealing with real objects. Figure 18 further proves that the initial 3D points improve the final normal enormously (e.g., COW) and large errors appear in occluded and concave areas (e.g., BUDDHA), owing to the missing of image observation and strong interreflections. These are consistent with the observation of the mesh estimation.
VII. DISCUSSION
We propose a multi-view photometric stereo method to capture both the shape and reflectance of real objects. Our method is general and works with spatially varying isotropic BRDFs. It involves simple hardware setup of a video camera and some LEDs. The captured 3D shape is accurate up to 0.5 millimeters and the reflectance has a RMSE as low as 9%. We also quantitatively evaluate state-of-the-art MVPS using a newly collected benchmark dataset 'DiLiGenT-MV', which is publicly available for inspiring future research.
Our method has a few limitations. First, our method cannot model anisotropic material. It also cannot handle translucent objects and mirror surfaces. Second, our ring-light capture setup contains only two circles of LEDs. Hence, we only capture the BRDF of a point with two different θ d values. As a result, during reflectance capturing, we can only discretize θ d to two levels, and cannot capture Fresnel effects faithfully. We could increase the number of circles of LED lights, or fit parametric Fresnel terms [40] to solve this problem. Third, the calibration of our system still requires some skills for amateur users. An interesting direction is to extend the compressive sensing framework in [54] to strategically plan the illumination. Further enhancing its robustness to noisy 3D points from SfM is another interesting direction for future research. Last, it is still challenging for MVS and MVPS methods to reconstruct high-quality 3D points from the texture-less or highly non-Lambertian surfaces of 'DiGiLenT-MV'.
